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ALTERNATING SEQUENCES WITH NONPOSITIVE OPERATORS

M. A. AKCOGLU

(Communicated by W. J. Davis)

ABSTRACT. Let (Tn) be a sequence of linear operators acting on complex

valued functions on a cr-finite measure space. Assume that each Tn con-

tracts all the p-norms, 1 < p < oo (i.e. ||Tn||p < 1). It is shown that a.e.

limn T* • ■ • T*Tn ■ ■ ■ Ti ¡ exists for each Lp function /, 1 < p < oo.

1. Introduction. Let Lp, 1 < p < oo, be the usual Banach Spaces of complex

valued functions on a cr-finite measure space. Let (Tn) be a sequence of linear

operators that are contractions of all Lp spaces, 1 < p < oo, simultaneously. We are

going to show that T* ■ ■ ■ T*Tn ■ ■ ■ Tif converges a.e. for each / in Lp, 1 < p < oo.

The following result is a part of a theorem due to Starr [6]; it generalizes some

parts of the earlier related results of Rota [5] and Stein [7]. (See [4, 8, and 3] for

further references.)

(1.1) THEOREM.   If l <p <oo and if f eLp then

(1.2) sup|T1*-T„*Tn---T1/|

p

<     P

p    y

If, furthermore, each Tn is also a positive operator then

(1-3) limrr-Tn*Tn--T1/
71

exists a.e.

The existence of (1.3) in the general nonpositive case has apparently remained

open, as the dominated estimate in (1.2) does not seem to be sufficient to establish

this convergence. In this note we would like to show that an extension of the

techniques used in [3] gives another dominated estimate (Theorem (2.1) below),

which implies the existence of (1.3) in the general nonpositive case.

The author would like to thank Dr. I. Assani for bringing this problem to his

attention.

2. The main result.  We are going to obtain the following result.

(2.1) THEOREM. Given p, 1 < p < oo, and e > 0, there is a 6 = 6(p,e) > 0,

depending only on p and e, with the following property. Let (Tn) be a sequence of

linear operators that are contractions of all Lp spaces, 1 < p < oo, simultaneously.

Let f e Lp and

(2-2) fn = T*-Tn-Tn--Tif.
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Then

(2.3)

whenever

(2-4) II/IIp-||T„---T1/||p<,5||/||p

for all n.

This result is quite similar to an estimate in [3] (called Estimate B in that

paper). First, it is easy to see that this theroem implies the a.e. convergence of /„;

complete details are given in [3]. Also note that, since this is a uniform estimate, it

is enough to prove it in the finite dimensional case, i.e. under the assumption that

the underlying measure space contains only finitely many points. Complete details

of the passage from the finite dimensional case are again given in [3].

The proof of Theorem (2.1) in the finite dimensional case proceeds along the

same lines as the corresponding proof in [3]. Given a sequence of operators Tn, one

constructs a general (nonatomic) measure space (Z, p) and represents the sequence

(Tn) by a sequence of isometries, induced by a sequence of point transformations

(rn) of Z. In the present case there is even an important simplification. Since Tn

is a contraction of all Lp spaces, the associated point transformation r„ is measure

preserving. There are, however, also some complications. First, since Tn is not

positive, it will be represented by a complex isometry that will involve both the

point transformation r„ and the multiplication by a function c6„ of unit modulus.

Also, in [3] it was possible to assume that the norm of Tn is exactly 1, by multiplying

Tn, if necessary, by a constant greater than 1. In the present case this is impossible,

as we want to have Tn as a contraction of all Lp spaces. This seems to necessitate

the construction of Z as an infinite measure space, rather than a space of finite

measure as in [3].

Finally we note there are also some similarities between the present arguments

and the ideas involved in [1] and in [2].

3. Preliminaries. Let d be a fixed integer, d > 1. The indices i and j will

range through the integers 1,2,..., d. Consider a measure space consisting of d

points with masses m¿, m¿ > 0. Let lp, 1 < p < oo, denote the usual complex

Lp-spaces associated with this measure space. Hence each lp is the ci-dimensional

complex space Cd with the corresponding p-norm.

Let T: Cd —» Cd be a linear operator which is a contraction of all lp spaces,

similtaneously. Represent T by a matrix (Tij) such that (Tx)t = ^ZjTíjXj, x =

(xí) e Cd. Let Hij = \Tij\ and let H: Cd —* Cd denote the corresponding operator,

(Hx)i = J2jHijxj- Then it is easy to see that H is also a contraction of all lp

spaces and also that

1   ^
(3.1) rj = — 2_^ Hijmi ^ 1)

77* *
J      i

(3.2) * = £%<!.

sup|/„ -/| <e\
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These inequalities express the facts that H is an /i- /(»-contraction, respectively.

Finally observe that

(3.3) a — y](l - Tj)mj = YX^ - a,)m,.

í »

The linear operators T and H will now be represented by an invertible measure

preserving transformation r of a cr-finite nonatomic measure space (Z, p), as follows.

(3.4) DEFINITION OF Z. The subscripts i and j range through the integers

1,2,..., d, as before.  The superscript k will range through the set of all integers

0, ±1,±2,_The measure space (Z, p) will consist of a part of the xy-plane,

together with the two dimensional Lebesgue measure. The length of an interval /

is denoted by 1(1).
Let Ik be the disjoint intervals on the x-axis and j£ disjoint intervals on the

y-axis such that l(Ik) = m¿ and l(Jk) = 1. We then let

(3.5) Z = \J\JlkxJk.
k     i

The points of Z are denoted by z or by (x,y), as usual. A function / defined on

Z is said to be constant on vertical lines if / depends only on the x-coordinate of

(x, y) e Z. A subset G of Z is called a vertical set if its characteristic function \G

is constant on vertical lines. Functions on Z that are constant on horizontal lines

and horizontal subsets of Z are defined similarly. Note that each rectangle If x Jk

is both a vertical and a horizontal subset of Z.

We will deal with partitions of Z into finitely many atoms, which will contain

atoms of infinite measure. The conditional expectation with respect to such a

partition & will be denoted by E(■[$/) and defined as zero on atoms of infinite

measure. In particular 9° will denote the partition of Z into d + 2 atoms, consisting

of d atoms P¿ = If x Jf of finite measure and 2 atoms

Z-=\J\JlkxJk,        Z+=\J\JlkxJk
k<0   t fc>0   i

of infinite measure. The condition expectation with respect to ¿P will also be

denoted by E. Note that there is a natural positive isometric isomorphism between

lp and ELp(Z,p). We will not write this isomorphism explicitly and treat these

two spaces as identical.

(3.6) AUTOMORPHISMS OF Z. All automorphisms of Z considered in this paper

are invertible and measure preserving transformation r: Z —* Z of the following

special type.  Each rectangle Ij x Jj  is partitioned into 2d horizontal rectangles

Rkj and Rkj, some of them possibly of zero measure. Also, each rectangle /* x Jk

is partitioned into 2d vertical rectangles Skj and Sk} such that p(Rkj) = p(Skj) and

p(Rkj) = p(Skj) and such that these measures depend only on i and j, but not on

k. Then r maps Rk, and Rkj onto 5* and Sk+1, respectively, and the restriction

of t to each Rk, or Rk. is of the form

r(x,y) = (ax + b,cy + d),

where a,b,c,d are four constants depending on Rf, or Rk}.
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Let Q be the induced operator on functions defined by

(Qf)(z) = f(T~1z),       zeZ,f:Z-+C.

It is easy to see that one can always choose the measures of Rkj and Rkj in such a

way that the operator H is represented as

(3.7) H = EQE.

In fact it is enough to take p(Rkj) = p(Skj) — Hijrrii, and define p(Rkj) = p(Sk3)

rather arbitrarily, subject only to the requirements that

£>(/$) + "(*&)) = m3    and    £>(S¿) + p(S*)) = ms.

i j

Note that if a = 0, as defined in (3.3), then we must take p(Rkj) = p(Skj) = 0.

Otherwise we may let, for example,

p(Rk3) = p(Skj) = (l/o)(l - Si)(l - rj)mxmv

We now observe that if Q represents H, as in (3.7), then we can also represent the

original operator T as

(3.8) T = E(j)QE m EKE

where <f> : Z —► C is a function with constant unit modulus everywhere and K = <¡>Q

denotes the operator on functions defined by Kf = <j>(Qf). Furthermore one can

choose (¡> as a function measurable with respect to the partition & V t&. In fact,

we can define 0 as follows.

¿(z) = í Val11*)   if ze S?i and MS°) > o,
\ 1 otherwise.

Note that both Q and K are invertible isometries of all Lp (Z, p) spaces. Hence we

see that K* = K~1.

(3.9) LEMMA. Let a function f be constant on vertical lines and zero on Z~.

Let S? be a partition consisting of vertical atoms and refining ¿P. Then E(f\3?) =

E(f[g\lT-l&).

PROOF. Both of these expectations are zero on Z~, since Z~ is a union of some

atoms of & and / = 0 on Z~. Also, since t~1Z+ D Z+ the restrictions of 3/ and

^Vt-1^1 to Z+ are the same. On the remaining part of Z each atoms G of 9 has

finite measure and is a vertical subset of one of the rectangles Pj. In 3/ V r-1^3,

this atom G is further divided by the horizontal sets R°j and U¿ P?j- Since / is

constant on vertical lines, the average value of / on each of these pieces is the same

and is equal to the average value of / on G. This shows that the two expectations

in the lemma are the same on G.

(3.10) LEMMA. Let a function f be constant on horizontal lines and zero on

Z+. Let 3? be a partition consisting of horizontal atoms and refining &. Then

E(f\3?) = E(f[3fVT<?>).

The proof is similar to the one above and is omitted.
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(3.11) LEMMA. Let f be constant on vertical lines and zero on Z . Let 3? be

a vertical refinement of ¿P.  Then

KE(f[3?) = E(Kf\& V t3?).

PROOF. First note that, since r is an invertible and measure preserving trans-

formation,

QE(f\3?) = E(f\S?)oT-1

= E(foT-1\r3?) = E(Qf\T3f),

for any / and 3?. Under the hypotheses of the lemma we also have, by (3.9),

E(f[3?) = E(f[3?\lT-l&).

H6nC6

KE(f[3?) = <j>QE(f[3f v t~x9>) = <pE{Qf\&> V t3?)

- E{<pQf\&> V t3?) = E{Kf\9> V t3?),

where the third equality follows from the facts that <j> is & V r^-measurable and

that J* V t3Î is finer than 9s \l t9° .

(3.12) LEMMA.   Let f be constant on horizontal lines and zero on Z+.  Then

K~lEf = E(K~lf[9> V t~19>).

PROOF. Since Ef = E(f\9>) = E(f\9B V t9°) by Lemma (3.10),

K~lEf = Q-1(P~1E(f\9> V tSP)

= Q-1 E(cj)-1 f\&>V t&>)

= E(K-lf[&>\lT-x&).

4. The main argument. Let Tm, m = 1,... ,n, be n operators on a d-

dimensional space, that contract all Zp-norms, 1 < p < oo, as in the previous

section. Let (Z, p) be the measure space, as constructed above, and let rm be the

invertible measure preserving automorphisms of Z, associated with Tm, so that

Tm = EKmE, Km = <f>mQm, with the corresponding LP(Z, p)-isometries Km and

Qm, as before.

(4.1) LEMMA.   Tm-TiEf = EKm-KiEf,foranym=l,...,n.

PROOF. The assertion is correct for m = 1. To prove the general case, first

note that if a function g satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma (3.11), then Kmg also

satisfies these hypotheses, for any m. Hence we see that Km- ■ ■ K~iEf satisfies

these hypotheses. Then

Km+iE(Km ■ ■ ■ KiEf) = E(Km+iKm ■ ■ ■ KiEf\9> V rm+i9>),

by Lemma (2.11). Since

EE{-\&VTm+1&>) = E,

we have that

EKm+iEKm ■ ■ ■ KiEf = EKm+iKm ■ ■ ■ KiEf.

This enables us to complete the induction step.
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(4.2) LEMMA.   T* ■■■T^Ef = EK^1 •■•K~lBJ for any m = l,...,n.

We omit the proof as it is similar to the proof above.

(4.3) LEMMA.   Starting with a function f define a sequence 9o,9i,- ■ ■ ,9n as

go = Kn ■ ■ ■ KiEf,

gm = Kn-- Km+iEKm ■ ■ ■ KiEf,        1 < m < n,

gn=EKn-KiEf.

Then there is a monotone sequence of partitions 3?o > ■ ■ ■ > 3?n such that gm —

E(g0\3?m), 0 < m < n.

PROOF. It is clear that 3^=9*. If 1 < m < n, let h = Km ■■ ■ KxEf. Then h
is a function that satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma (3.11). Hence we see that

gm = Kn ■ ■ ■ Km+iEh

= Kn-- Km+2E(Km+ih\9> V Tm+i&)

E(Kn ■ ■ ■ Km + ih\9> V Tnâ0 V TnTn-l9> V • • ■ V Tn ■ ■ ■ Tm+1^)

= E(go\&m),

with

by (n — m) applications of Lemma (3.11).

(4.4) LEMMA.   With the notations of the previous lemma,

and

max   \gm-gn\
0<m<n

max   \gm - g0\
Q<m<n

p-i
IffO  -071 ||p,

2p
- p~TîH*-ffnII"'

for any 1 < p < oo.

PROOF. The sequence (gm — gn), m = 0,..., n, is a martingale, since

9m - 9n = E(g0 - gn\&m)

and 3?o > 3?i > ••• > 3?n- Hence the first inequality follows from the martingale

maximal theorem. The second inequality is an obvious consequence of the first

inequality.

(4.5) THEOREM.   Given p, 1 < p < oo, and e > 0, there is a 6 = 6(p,e) > 0,

depending only on p and e, such that if

then

with

[\Ef\[p-\\Tn---TiEf\\p<6\\Ef[\p

max  \fm-Ef\     <e\\Ef\\p,

fm = T*--T^Tm-TiEf,        l<m<n.
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PROOF. Let V = K'1 ■■ ■ K'1. Then we see that

5m = EKX   ■ ■ • JY~ EKm ■ ■■ KiEf

— EVKn ■ ■ ■ Km+iEKm ■ ■ ■ KiEf

= EVgm.

Hence

fm-Ef = EV(gm-g0).

Since V is an invertible isometry of each LP(Z, p) space, 1 < p < oo, we see easily

that

max   \fm-Ef\
Km<n

< max   \gn
Km<n

9o\

2p

1
\90 -0n||p,

where the second inequality follows from Lemma (4.4).

Now gn is the condition expectation of go with respect to a partition 3?n- Hence,

as observed in [3], for each £ > 0, there is an n > 0, depending only on £ and p,

such that if

llfifollp - ||0n||p < ri\\go\\p

then

But

and

HffO - 9n\\p < fllffollp-

\\go\\p = \\Kn---K1Ef\\p = \\Ef\\p

\\9n\\p «= \\EKn ■ ■ ■ KiEf[[p = [[Tn ; • -TiEf\\p.

Hence it is enough to choose £ > 0 sufficiently small so that

2p

p-1
Ç<e

and then take 8 to be equal to the corresponding r) > 0.

An observed earlier, the main result, Theorem (2.1), follows easily from the result

above.
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